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RESEARCH ITEMS 
Rostra-Carinate Stone Implement from Rhodesia 

IMPLEMENT-bearing talus on the lower slopes of 
the Gwelo Kopje, Southern Rhodesia, known for 
some years to students of Rhodesian prehistory as 
the source of a sequence of stone implements in which 
flake implements are associated with coups de poing, 
has now produced an undoubted rostro-carinate 
which is described by Neville Jones (Trans. Rhodesia 
Sci. Assoc., 37; 1939). The implement is of special 
interest as it is the best example of the form as yet 
found in Southern Rhodesia, and its occurrence in 
a deposit which contains no evidence of fracture 
from natural causes after deposition gives added 
weight to the claim for the human manufacture of 
this type of implement. It is the only unmistakable 
rostra-carinate found at Gwelo. The form is char
acteristic in that it is fairly symmetrical and broadest 
at the posterior end, from which it tapers to a sharp 
point, which imparts to it a beak-like appearance. 
The ventral surface is unflaked and presents the 
natnral weathering. Parallel with this is the small 
dorsal platform, originally triangular, from the apex 
of which the keel begins and extends to the top of 
the 'beak'. The sharp-edged keel is strongly curved 
in elevation, fairly true to the median line and is 
slightly sinuous in plan. It is formed by the removal 
of a wide flake on each side. The weight is 1 lb. 6 oz. 
Though there is no evidence of comparative age, it 
may be claimed, from analogous finds at Hope 
Fountain, to be a tool of early type. 

Studies of American Cities and States 

A STUDY of American cities and States by methods 
which havn proved valuable in t.he study of indiv
idual persons has been published by E. L. Thorndike 
(Annals N.Y. Acad. Sci., 39, 213-298; 1939). 
Variations and correlations in institutions, activities 
and the personal qualities of the residents have been 
obtained for each city in the United States having a 
population of more than 30,000 in 1930, but excluding 
the cities of more than 500,000, except Milwaukee, 
and the three resort cities, Atlantic City, Miami and 
St. Petersburg. The 296 different items examined 
covered population and growth, value of public 
property. literacy, expenditure on public services, 
sales and prices, rents, salaries, mortality figures and 
vital statistics, occupational data, membership of 
institutions, etc. The data show very great variation 
in important features of life and welfare, and for 
each city and composite scores have been 
computed which may be used as indexes, respectively, 
of the general goodneRs of life for good people in the 
community in question, the per capita income of its 
reilidents and their personal qualities of intelligence, 
morality and care for their families. 

Growth and Feeding of Young Herring 

S. M. Marshall, A. G. Nicholls and A. P. Orr have 
continued their studies on the growth and feeding of 
young herring in the Clyde (J. Marine Biol. Assoc., 
23, 1939). The last paper dealt with growth from 
spawning to metamorphosis ; the present paper gives 
the results of an attempt to continue the work from 
metamorphosis up to the formation of the first winter 
ring. Two distinct gronps were met with. The first, 

obtained during July 1936-May 1937, were caught 
inshore ; the second, of which only a few catches were 
taken, in 1937 and 1938, were caught offshore. The 
second group is shown to be of the same origin as 
those discussed in the previous paper. Details are 
given of counts of vertebrre and lengths for race 
determination, size and growth, weight, chemical 
composition and food. A series of hauls made over a 
night showed that the herrings were most abundant 
inshore at dusk and dawn and contained most food 
during 7-11 p.m. The food was examined throughout 
the year and compared with the plankton hauls. 
Copepods, as is usually found, formed bhe main diet, 
but other organisms were at times plentiful, coinciding 
with their abundance in the plankton. Thus when 
cirripede larvre were common in the plankton, the 
stomachs were full of them ; this was also the case 
with Cyphonautes. With Calanus it was different 
this copepod being frequently common in the gut 
and quite absent from the accompanying plankton 
hauls, which suggests that the herring had been 
feeding offshore before they were caught, although 
the presence of typical littoral plankton shows that 
they fed inshore as well. In general the results of the 
food investigation agree with those of other workers. 

Amphibian Anatomy 

VARIOUS features of the skeletal elements of the 
skull, hyoid apparatus and vertebral column of the 
Amphibia have been employed for the purpose of 
systematic diagnosis. In a recent paper, L. S. 
Ramaswami (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 10 ; 1939) has 
c.ritically examined these as recorded in previous 
literature and in the light of his own considerable 
experience in five genera of anurous Amphibia. He 
has already published a series of detailed observations 
on this subject (1932-37), and the present paper 
serves in some respects as a summary of these. 
A number of criteria previously used are shown to be 
of no use, and the author concludes with a detailed 
list of the characters that can be used in the 
Ranidre, Rhaophoridre (Polypedatidre ), Microhylidre, 
Bufonidre and Pelobatidre. 

A New Species of Rose 

THE expedition of Captain F. Kingdon Ward to 
Tibet in 1924 resulted in the introduction of several 
rose speeies to European horticulture. One of these, 
No. 6101, was provisionally named Rosa Sweginzowii 
var. inermis, but Mr. B. 0. Mulligan, who has 
examined several shrubs now in cultivation in Eng
land, considers it to be a new species, which he has 
named R. Wardii (J. Roy. Hart. Soc., 65, Pt. 2 ; 
February 1940). A full diagnosis is given. The 
rose is attraetive from a garden point of view, bearing 
white flower" with striking red centres. 

Filterable Viruses 

A USEFUL revi.ew of the filterable viruses of animals 
and plants has recently been published by L. J. 
Davis (Proc. Rhodesia Sci. Assoc., 37 ; September 
1939). Considern.tion is given to modern findings 
under the various headings of filtration, microscopy, 
possible culture, pathology and host relations, 
chemical compositi'Jn, and resistance to inhibiting 
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agents. Perhaps the most interesting section, how
ever, is that on the nature of viruses. The question 
"Are they Animal ?" is dismissed somewhat sum
marily, and the evidence as to their vegetable or 
mineral nature leads to the general conclusion that 
"viruses, or at least some of them, while manifesting 
the properties of living matter may actually occur 
in a form never before known to be compatible with 
life, a kind of non-cellular life". 

Bacteriophage and Plant Lysins 

THE origin of the mysterious bacteriophage, the 
transmissible agent which dissolves living bacteria, has 
never been accounted for. It was discovered by Twort 
and arises spontaneously in cultures of bacteria 
Wlder certain conditions. D'Herelle maintains that 
it is a living ultra-microscopic agent, others believe 
that it is a chemical agent, capable of regeneration, 
analogous to a plant virus. In a paper communicated 
to the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science at Columbus, Ohio, in December last, Roy C. 
Thomas suggests a possible mode of origin. He finds 
that a non-specific lysin or 'dissolving' agent is found 
in many plants. It is inactivated by heating to 56° C. 
for thirty minutes, and has much the same action 
upon bacteria that bacteriophage has. When this 
lysin comes into contact with bacteria susceptible 
to its action, a change occurs resulting in the forma
tion of a transmissible lytic principle similar to 
bacteriophage ; it is not inactivated ·at 60° and 
only partially at 65°. It is suggested that this is the 
origin of the bacteriophage, at least in plants. With 
regard to corn wilt bacteria, with which much work 
was done, a bacteriophage can be obtained for any 
strain which does not. contain one, and a phage 
developed for a culture is highly specific for it. 

Fluorescence of Diacetyl 

KALLE (Naturwiss., 25, 61 ; 1937) observed that 
when aqueous diacetyl is irradiated with violet or 
near ultra-violet light it exhibits a vivid green 
fluorescence which increases from zero to a constant 
saturation intensity. Almy, Fuller and Kinzer 
(J. Chem. Phys., 8, 37; 1940) have shown that this 
delay is caused by the quenching action of dissolved 
oxygen which. is ultimately consumed. On out
gassing, the fluorescence appears immediately in its 
full intensity. Oxygen and carbon dioxide quench 
the fluorescence temporarily. They also found that 
diacetyl vapour exhibits fluorescence. The fluores
cence spectra of both are identical with that of 
acetone excited by 3130 A., but, in contrast to 
diacetyl, the fluorescence of acetone rises gradually 
from zero intensity. This is explained by assuming 
that the fluorescing molecule in both instances is 
diacetyl. The fluorescence of acetone will then grow 
in intensity as the concentration of diacetyl in it 
increases. Further, acetone is excited by 3130 A., 
which does not affect diacetyl. This is considered 
due to the formation of diacetyl molecules excited 
by collisions of the second kind, diacetyl with excited 
acetone molecules, or by a three-body collision of 
diacetyl with two combining radicals. The fluores
cence spectrum of diacetyl was found insensitive to 
changes in diacetyl pressure ( 0 ·1-50 mm. ), tem
perature (10°-100°), and exciting wave-length (3650 
-4358 A.). The ratio of intensity of fluorescence 
to light absorbed is independent of the pressure, and 
the intensity is linearly proportional to the exciting 
intensity at constant pressure. The quenching of 

fluorescence by follows the Sterp-Volmer law 
over the range in which . the fluorescence falls to 20 
per cent of the initial intensity; at higher pressures 
the intensity falls more rapidly than is expected. 
The life-time of the fluorescing molecule is estimated 
as 10- 5 sec. 

Insulation Stresses in Transformers 

A PAPER read by J. L. Thomas to the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers on February 22 discusses the 
stresses in the insulation of transformers, with special 
reference to surges and electrostatic shielding. The 
normal working voltage per turn on even the largest 
transformer is not likely to exceed about IOO volts. 
Hence the amount of inter-turn insulation required 
for normal working conditions is ample when com
pared with the minimum considered necessary 
mechanically. The established standards of high
voltage tests, which originally had an empirical 
origin, have resulted in major insulation proving itself 
generally adequate by satisfactory service records 
even in districts subject to severe lightning. At the 
present time, the principal application of 'non
resonating' shielding is in connexion with trans
formers for exceptionally high voltages of 220 kv. 
and above. The mathematical theory shows that the 
effect of the shielding is to reduce the space harmonics, 
and in particular the higher harmonics, and so to 
reduce the peak voltage gradient.s. Oscillograms are 
shown of a large number of tests on the effects of 
shielding. In all cases the shields have been shown 
to effect a substantial improvement. Results are given 
of t ests on a three-phase 88 kv.- 8,000 kva. trans
former in oil. The large effects produced by 'chopped' 
impulses on inter-coil voltage transformer windings 
with and without shields are shown. The author 
shows that shielded winding makes possible an 
economical design in which it can be ensured that 
inter-cell failure under impulse conditions will not 
occur before major insulation breakdown. 

Meteor Observations from India 

MoHD. A. R. KHAN, Begumpet, Deccan, has sent 
an account of his observations of meteors in I939. 
Altogether he recorded the paths of I ,233 meteors 
and these included members of some of the major 
showers. The maximum display of Orionids was 
attained on October 19, a total of eight being observed 
between 2lh. 30m. and 22h. 30m. ; on October I7 
only two were seen and on October 18 five. Two of 
the latter were very bright, with magnitudes - I 
and - 2·5. On November 13, 27 meteors were 
observed between 22h. and 23h. but only 5 of these 
were Leonids. On November 14, out of 13 meteors 
observed from 20h. 45m. to 2lh. 30m., there was one 
Leonid, and on the following night during watches 
extending over lh. 15m., out of 8 meteors there 
were 5 Leonids. On November 16, during a watch 
of 45m., a total of 30 meteors was observed, 5 of 
which were Leonids. On December I2, in a watch 
of 2h. !Om., a total of 74 meteors was seen, 15 of 
which were Geminids. Although most of these 
were faint, as is usual with this shower, there 
were three bright meteors, of magnitudes 1, 0, 
and - 3 respectively. On December 14 watch was 
maintained for lb. 20m., and IO Geminids were 
observed, 4 of which were fairly bright. Careful 
watches were kept on October 9 at different times 
for Giacobinids, but none was seen ; on the following 
night clouds rendered observations useless. 
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